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Space Station Vacation 

Components 
48 Package Cards 

90 Vote Count Cubes (10 cubes x 9 colors) 

Vote Tally Board 

Turn Sequence Board 

Rulebook 

5 Voting Tiles 

Overview 
 

It’s the 23rd Century, and you and your friends have decided to vacation to-

gether this year… ...but  not on Earth. You’re getting an inter-planetary pack-

age that includes resort lodging, a day excursion, and a souvenir. But there are 

so many choices and your group can’t agree. So how do you decide?  

 

You listen to your travel agent’s recommendations. Then you vote! And vote. 

And vote some more. Until clear winners emerge for the group’s lodging, ex-

cursion, and souvenir.  

 

You know which choices you prefer.  

 

Can you influence your friends to vote for the vacation you want? 
 

Play travel package cards from your hand to cast your vote(s) for one of the 

choices (resort, excursion, or souvenir) on your card.  You win by holding the 

package card whose three choices are the most popular after the votes are 

counted on the tally board. 

Vitals 

 
Age: 10 and up 

 

Players: 3-8  

 

Length: 30 minutes 

Version 23   May 2 2016 

Description 
 

Play package cards to vote for one of the choices on the card. The game has 6 

rounds of voting. Your final package card is compared to the  vote tally board. 

You win if you hold the card whose three choices place the best after the votes 

are counted on the tally board to win.  
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Set Up 

 

Set out the Vote Tally Board and Turn Sequence Board. 

 

Each player receives 10 voting cubes (same color). Pick an unused color for 

the travel agent. 

 

Turn the 5 Voting Tiles upside down, pick 4, place on the empty spaces on the 

Turn Sequence Card. Return the unused Voting Tile to the box.  

 

The group decides whether to:  

a) reveal the 4 voting tiles before the game starts, OR  

b) leave voting tiles hidden until the start of each voting round. 

 

Shuffle the deck and deal each player 4 package cards. 

How to Play 
The player who most recently traveled for a vacation goes first. 

 

The Travel Agent  
Before each voting round, the travel agent will recommend certain choices. 

Draw the top card from the deck, and place one travel agent cube on the tally 

board as follows: 

 Turns 1 & 4 - Resort 

 Turns 2 & 5 - Excursion 

 Turns 3 & 6 - Souvenir 

 

Voting 

 

For each voting round, follow the instructions on the turn sequence board, 

paying extra attention to any special instructions on the voting tiles. 

 

On your turn, play one  package card from your hand to vote for one of the 

preferences (hotel, excursion, or souvenir) on your card.  Lay your card face 

up for all to see. 

 

Starting with the first player and moving clockwise, You must announce 

aloud “I want to”(go to Pluto, go Canyon Hiking, buy asteroid rocks, etc.) as 

you place a cube over that choice on your card. 

 

Move your cubes from your card to the matching space on the tally board. 
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Discard the package card you played to vote. 

 

With each new round, the first player moves to the next player to the left  

(clockwise). 

 

During Voting Rounds 1-4, you may discard one additional card from your 

hand, then draw back up to 4 cards.  

 

For any voting tile with the instructions “after everyone votes,”  do the  

second action in the same sequence AFTER all players have voted. 

 

During Voting Rounds 5 & 6, do NOT redraw. You should end Round 5 

with three cards and Round 6 with two cards in your hand. 

 

The final Voting Round (Round 6) is a secret vote. Lay your card on the ta-

ble, place the cube on  the area of the card for which you want to cast the 

vote, then cover with your hand. All players reveal simultaneously. Place the 

cubes on the vote tally board, and discard the card. 

      

Lobbying and persuasion are permitted and encouraged. 

The Voting Tiles 

 

Stuff the Box– Vote twice for a choice on your brochure card 

 

Split - Vote for two of the choices on your brochure card 

 

Nice Brochure - Everybody votes once. Leave the brochure cards on 

the table. Following the same player order, vote a second time, us-

ing a choice from another player’s brochure card. 

 

Underdog - Vote in order, place votes on the Tally Board. Then, fol-

lowing the same player order, you MAY move one of your color vot-

ing cubes already on the Tally Board to a different choice of any cat-

egory, so long as that new choice is not winning (or tied to win) its 

category. 

 

You Convinced Me - Vote in order, place votes on the Tally Board. 

Then, following the same player order, you MAY move one of your 

color voting cubes already on the Tally Board to a different choice  

that has at least one other player vote. 
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Scoring & Winning the Game 
 

You will end the game with two cards in your hand. Discard the weaker card 

(likely the one with fewer votes matching its preferences). Your final card is 

your preferred vacation package. Reveal and calculate the score. 

 

Count the votes to determine the 1st/2nd/3rd choice for each category. You 

earn points for how each preference on your card placed in its category. 

 

Earn 5/3/1 points for each preference on your final card that finishes 

1st/2nd/3rd in the vote count, but –1 if the vote is tied. 

 

Picking the winner in a category also earns a bonus equal to the difference 

between the 1st place and 2nd place vote count. (no bonus if tie for 1st place) 

 

Total your points in all 3 categories (hotel, excursion, and souvenir). The high 

score wins.  

 

Tiebreaker :  The tiebreaker rewards the player whose choices received the 

most votes from other players. Count the number of votes on your three  

choices, excluding voting chips of your color. 

 

Scoring example: 

 

Final Tally Board 

Hotel: Pluto 6, Mars 3, Mercury 2, Titan 1 

Excursion: Storms 7, Hiking 7, Volcano 2, Geyser 0 

Souvenir : Vial 8, Chunks 4, Eau 3 

 

Your final card was Pluto, Hiking, and Eau 

 

You score 13 points 

 Hotel: 8pts - Pluto is 1st (+5) and has +3 votes more than 2nd place 

 Excursion: 4 pts - Hiking is tied for first, so  -1 and no bonus 

 Souvenir: 1 pt - Eau is 3rd in votes 
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A Little Info about  the Vacation Options 
 

Hotels 

 

Titan Seaside Cottages - The Huygens space probe dropped beneath the clouds 

shrouding Saturn’s largest moon to find a world where hydrocarbon rain falls 

from the sky to and drains into rivers and lakes of  liquid methane.  

 

Olympus Mons Chalets - This highest mountain on Mars is an extinct shield 

volcano is almost 3 times higher than Mt. Everest. 

 

Pluto Ski Resort - While there are mountains made of ice on Pluto, at such 

cold temperatures water ice becomes as hard as rock 

 

Mercury Solar Spa - The sun looks almost 3 times larger and its rays 7 times 

stronger than on Earth 

 

Excursions 

 

Jupiter Storm Chasing  - Giant planets have giant storms. The Great Red Spot 

is a hurricane 3 times larger than Earth that has lasted over 400 years. 

 

Io Volcano Watching - This 4th largest moon of Jupiter is the most volcanical-

ly active body in the solar system. 

 

Triton Ice Geyser Tours - Voyager 2 found geysers of frozen nitrogen shooting 

from Neptune’s largest moon. 

 

Miranda Canyon Hiking - This fractured moon of Uranus is littered with can-

yons, many deeper than the Grand Canyon. 

 

Souvenirs 

 

Vial Vile - The atmosphere of Venus is mostly carbon dioxide and nitrogen, 

with clouds of sulfuric acid.  

 

Asteroid Rocks 

 

Eau D’Europa - Several miles beneath the icy crust of Jupiter’s moon Europa 

is an ocean of liquid water. 
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Playtesters: TaniaS, RandyH, JasonK, BenB, DuaneK, MattS, RyanS, JeffW,  

DesmondJ, AdamS, CameronC,  BenR, NatL, GaryD, MattD, TamM, Jor-

danM, CraigW, HopeW, BrianK, AmandaK, SarahS, Marcy, BonnieN, Chris-

tinaH, AndrewH, ThomasH, WilliamN, BobN, RobertN, KivaF, EugeneP, 

ToddW, IanF, BonnieN, GilN, AlF,  DanielP, DavidS, WillB,  CatP, IanR,  

TineD, FTS, WillN, AndrewG, JonathanF, DavidK, BrianB, DanielK, RichB, 

AndrewM, MartinB, GiovanniD, The Moses Family,  JohannK, JasonK,   

LisaK, CalvinK, BurkeD, MelanieD, StephanieD, MikeD, EdB, BeatriceG, 

MelissaE, NickH, AndreaB, TorrenceB, AndrewM, MatthewS, JonF, BruceV, 

BryanM, DuaneK, DanielP, JasonS, JonF, DarleB, StephenS, JayF 

 

Theme Suggestion: Randy Hoyt 

 

Name Suggestion: Bonnie Neubauer 

 

Space Station Vacation was publically playtested at the following events: 

 

Unpub Mini 7th Dimension Games, Jenkintown PA, July 2015 

Unpub Zone Congress of Gamers Sep 2015 

Break My Game at Trident Con, Oct 2015 

Metatopia Nov 2015 

Break My Game, Boards & Brews College Park MD, Jan 2016 

Break My Game, Third Eye Games, Annapolis MD Feb 2016 

Unpub6, Baltimore MD Apr 2016 


